Zebra MotionWorks Enterprise
Asset Management Connector

Leveraging the Zebra MotionWorks Enterprise platform, Asset Management Connector lets you deploy, configure and manage a population of sensors and readers, gather data about your RFID or Bluetooth® Low Energy tagged hardware assets, obtain meaningful information from that data, and connect that information into ServiceNow Hardware and Enterprise Asset Management platforms.

**Actionable Intelligence**
MotionWorks Enterprise turns data from tracking tags and sensor networks into actionable business insights. Using real-time location intelligence, the platform collects, manages and analyzes data from enterprise resources, then feeds this data as business workflow events into back-end business applications.

**Integrated Management**
MotionWorks Enterprise provides a single integrated management console for enhanced visibility over the location and state of every resource. Designed for on-premises deployment, MotionWorks Enterprise features a console with reports, maps, alerts and dashboards at the enterprise resource level as well as APIs for programmatic access.

**RFID Expertise**
With more than 25 years of RFID innovation and many first-to-market achievements, Zebra Technologies has deep expertise in real-time location systems and a comprehensive product portfolio. Zebra has been recognized as a Leader in the Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for Indoor Location Services for the last four years.*

Visit [www.zebra.com/RTLS](https://www.zebra.com/RTLS), and [www.servicenow.com/HAM](https://www.servicenow.com/HAM) and [www.servicenow.com/EAM](https://www.servicenow.com/EAM) for more information.
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